WORK
SMARTER,
NOT HARDER
Case Study

“The CLSS application allows
our company to deliver a more
effective solution to our customers.
We complete our commissioning
and service tasks more quickly
and easily and are able to plan for
callouts much more purposefully.”
- Gerard Mignone,

Managing Director at Diverse Fire Systems

Diverse Fire Systems (DFS) is a fire protection services company and a trusted Notifier user operating
in Victoria, Australia. Company officials noticed that commissioning operations became inefficient and
labor-intensive, with one employee needed to handle the Fire Indicator Panel (FIP) while the other walks
the field. Monthly service testing was in a similar situation, with two technicians required to attend the site,
identify the faults, and create a report. As part of their Digital Transformation strategy with the key aim of
reducing manual errors, automate compliance report generation processes, offer real time monitoring &
diagnostics while increasing site compliance, DFS turned to Honeywell’s Connected Life Safety Services.

THE NEEDS
• Improve outcomes and processes around callouts and inspections
• Save time and effort on-site during commissioning and inspections
• Generate compliance reports faster and easier
• Offer a faster and more transparent service to customers

THE SOLUTION
Connected Life Safety Services
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For more information
https://buildings.honeywell.com/
us/en/solutions/fire/clss
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THE BENEFITS
• Diagnose on-site issues remotely
and ensure efficient site visits
• Reduce inspection times and
tedious manual processes
• Automated and one-click
compliance report generation
• Decrease labor costs while
offering an efficient and
faster service to customers.

